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(R2) 14:35 MUSSELBURGH,  5f 1y 

British EBF Conditions Stakes (GBB Race) (Class 2) (2YO only)
No(Dr) Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 (1) 1 EDWARD CORNELIUS (IRE) 12 CD 
b c Bungle Inthejungle - Calorie

2 9 - 4 Callum Rodriguez
K Dalgleish

-

Jockey Colours: White, orange stripe, emerald green sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Provided his yard with a welcome first 2-y-o winner of the season on C&D
debut 12 days ago, asserting in the style of an above-average juvenile. This is much tougher,
but he's brimming with potential.  (Forecast 4.50)

Notes: 

2 (7) 7432 IUR CINN TRA (IRE) 5 
ch c Starspangledbanner - Appreciating

2 8 - 13 P Hanagan
D O'Meara

75

Jockey Colours: White and royal blue stripes, royal blue and white diabolo on sleeves, royal blue cap
Timeform says: Better efforts the last twice, placed in 5f maidens at Ripon and Thirsk.
Should pick up a race before long, but big step forward will be needed if he's to open his
account in this company.  (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

3 (3) 25 ABBIE POWER (IRE) 37 BF 
b f Bungle Inthejungle - Lady's Locket

2 8 - 8 Ben Robinson
I Jardine

-

Jockey Colours: Red, black stars, black sleeves, red armlets
Timeform says: Had 3 subsequent winners behind when second to Atomic Force
(successful twice in Group company since) on Hamilton debut (5f). Failed to build on that
over 6f next time and since undergone a wind op.  (Forecast 8.50)

Notes: 

4 (2) 528338 ALASKAN JEWEL (IRE) 12 
b f Kodiac - Dutch Destiny

2 8 - 8 J P Sullivan
Adrian Keatley

69

Jockey Colours: Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow cap
Timeform says: Fair maiden who ran up to form when third at Hamilton on penultimate start,
but she was put in her place in the C&D nursery won by Mytilda last time.  (Forecast
21.00)

Notes: 

5 (6) 413 FAST RESPONSE (IRE) 18 
b f Fast Company - Deemah

2 8 - 8 Jason Hart
K R Burke

75

Jockey Colours: White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, red cap
Timeform says: Hasn't done much wrong so far, building on debut effort when making all in
6f Windsor maiden. By no means disgraced when third over the same C&D last time and this
drop in trip looks a good move.  (Forecast 6.00)

Notes: 

6 (4) 2 LADY RAEBURN (IRE) 22 
b f Mehmas - Smash

2 8 - 8 B A Curtis
K A Ryan

-

Jockey Colours: White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star
Timeform says: Promising start to her career when second to the long odds-on Misty Ayr in
a 3-runner Hamilton novice (5f), form which the third home boosted when scoring here
recently. Open to improvement.  (Forecast 5.50)

Notes: 

7 (5) 524901 MYTILDA (IRE) 12 CD 
b f Kodiac - Abiquiu

2 8 - 8ht Rowan Scott
Phillip Makin

78

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, white stripe, white and dark blue chevrons on sleeves, red cap, white stars
Timeform says: Much improved when getting off the mark on nursery debut in a first-time
tongue strap over C&D 12 days ago. More on her plate this time, but she will be a real threat
if able to build on that.  (Forecast 5.00)

Notes: 
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TIMEFORM VIEW: MYTILDA left her previous form well behind when scoring in good style over
C&D recently and while this is a tougher assignment, there's a good chance that she'll be equal to the
task. Though disappointing last time, Abbie Power is respected on the strength of her promising debut
and Fast Response should be in the mix, but the once-raced duo Lady Raeburn and Edward Cornelius
rate the main dangers.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: MYTILDA (7) 
2: LADY RAEBURN (6) 
3: EDWARD CORNELIUS (1)


